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No version of the system ever quite withstood the test of additional refined

observations. - Thomas Kuhn

Americans learn about free parking early, when they play Monopoly. Players buy

property, build houses and hotels, pay rent, or go to jail at a toss of the dice – but in

one toss out of 40 they land on "Free Parking."1 When they grow up and drive cars, the

odds of landing on free parking increase dramatically; American motorists park free for

99 percent of all their trips.2

If motorists don't pay for parking, who does? Initially, developers pay for parking.

Providing all the spaces necessary to meet minimum parking requirements in zoning

ordinances raises the cost and reduces the density of development. The cost of parking

is then shifted into higher prices or lower values for everything else – so everyone pays

for parking indirectly.  Residents pay for parking through higher prices for housing.

Consumers pay for parking through higher prices for goods and services. Employers

pay for parking through higher office rents. Workers pay for parking through lower

cash wages. Property owners pay for parking through lower land values. Because

motorists park free for 99 percent of all trips, only in our role as motorists do we not

pay for parking. Everyone but the motorist pays for parking.

Minimum parking requirements in zoning ordinances collectivize the cost of

parking, while market prices for parking individualize this cost. Unless the price of

parking gives motorists an incentive to economize, the cost of parking does not

influence decisions on whether to own or drive a car. With the cost of parking hidden in

the prices of other goods and services, people cannot choose to pay less for parking by

using less of it.

Parking requirements generally hide the cost of parking within the cost of devel-

opment, but in one case this cost is explicit: Some cities offer developers the option of

paying a fee in lieu of providing the required parking. For example, Palo Alto,

California, allows developers to pay the city a fee of $17,848 for each  required

parking space that is not provided.   The city then uses the revenue for public parking

spaces to replace the private parking spaces that developers would have provided.

In this paper, I use cities' in-lieu fees to estimate the developers' cost of complying

with parking requirements. I then examine another promising in-lieu option: allow

developers to reduce parking demand rather than increase the parking supply.

Examination of an Eco Pass program in California shows that paying the transit fare

for commuters who arrive by bus costs far less than providing the parking required for

commuters who arrive by car.
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The in -lieu fees also reveal that the cost of

complying with minimum parking require-

rncnts is more than four times the cost of

the impact fees that cities levy for all other

public purposes combined. The h igh cost of

required parking suggests another

promising in-lieu policy: allow developers
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of an Eco Pass program in  California

shows that reducing parking deman d can

cost far less than increasing the parking

supply.
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UNITED STATES UNITED K INGDOM

Berkeley, Calif. Palo Alto, Calif. Brent

Beverly Hills, Calif. Pasadena, Calif. Harrow

Carmel,Calif. San Francisco, Calif. Kingston upon  Tham es 

Chapel Hill , N.C. San Rafael, Calif. Redbridge

Claremont, Calif. State College, Penn. Sutton

Concord,Calif. W alnut Creek, Calif. W altham  Forest 

CulverCity, Calif.

Davis, Calif. CANADA GERMANY

Hermosa Beach, Calif. Burnaby, B.C. Dresden 

Kirk land,W ash. Calgary,Alberta Frankfur t 

Lafayette, Calif. Ham ilton, On tario Ham burg

Lake Forest, III. Kitche ner, Ontario Munich

Manhattan Beach, Calif. Ottaw a, On tario Nuremberg

Montgomery County, Md. Toron to, Ontario W ürzburg

Mountain View, Calif. Vancouver, B.C.

Mill Valley, Calif. SOUTH AFRICA

Orlando, Fla. ICELAND Johannesbu rg

Palm Springs, Calif. Reyk javik Port Elizabeth 

Table I   Surveyed cities with in-lieu parking fees.

# A SURVEY OF IN-LIEU PARKING PROGRAMS

I have surveyed the in-lieu parking programs in 46 cities: 24

in the United States, seven in Canada, six in the United King-

dom, six in Germany, two in South Africa, and one in Iceland

(see Table 1)3. The ordinances and supporting documents for

the in-lieu programs were examined, and officials who

administer the programs were interviewed. The survey results

are summarized in three sections: (1) the advantages and

disadvantages of in-lieu fees, (2) how cities set the fees, and

(3) issues that arise in administering the programs.

Advantages of In-Lieu Fees

Officials in the surveyed cities reported that in-lieu fees have

five major advantages for both cities and developers.

1. A new option. In-lieu fees give developers an alternative to

meeting the parking requirements on sites where providing

all the required parking spaces would be difficult or ex-

tremely expensive.

2. Shared parking. Public parking spaces allow shared use

among different sites where the peak parking demands occur

at different times. Shared public parking is more efficient

than single-use private parking because fewer spaces are

needed to meet the total peak parking demand. Shared

parking also allows visitors to leave their cars parked while

making multiple trips on foot, and is one of the easiest ways

to make better use of scarce urban land.

3. Better urban design. Cities can put public parking lots and

structures where they have the lowest impact on vehicle and

pedestrian circulation. Less on-site parking allows continu-

ous storefronts without "dead" gaps for adjacent surface

parking lots. To improve the streetscape, some cities dedi-

cate the first floor of the public parking structures to retail

uses. Developers can undertake infill projects without

assembling large sites to accommodate on-site parking, and

architects have greater freedom to design better buildings. 

4. Fewer variances. Developers often request parking

variances when providing the required parking would be

difficult. These variances create unearned economic

windfalls, granted to some but denied to others. If

developers can pay cash rather than provide the required

parking, cities do not have to grant parking variances and

can therefore treat all developers consistently.

5. Historic preservation. In-lieu fees allow adaptive reuse of

historic buildings where the new use requires additional

parking that is difficult to provide. The in-lieu policy

therefore makes it easier to preserve historic buildings and

rehabilitate historic areas.

Disadvantages of In-Lieu Fees

Officials in all the surveyed cities recommended in-lieu fees,

but some reported that developers were at first skeptical of

them. The following four points summarize the potential dis-

advantages mentioned by developers.

1. Lack of on-site parking. Parking is a valuable asset for

any development. A lack of on-site, owner- controlled

parking can reduce a development's attractiveness to

tenants and customers. While a lack of on-site parking is a

real disadvantage, developers who are concerned about

this problem can always provide the parking rather than

pay the fee.

2. High fees. Cities may not construct and operate parking

facilities as efficiently as the private sector. For example,

cities may pay extra to improve the architectural design of

parking lots and structures. The resulting in-lieu fees may

be high. Although some cities charge high in-lieu fees,

most set their in-lieu fees lower than the cost of providing

a public parking space. Because the fixed cost for ramps,

elevators, stairwells, and curb cuts can be spread among

more spaces in large public parking

structures, economies of scale in

building these structures can further

reduce the in-lieu fees.

3.  No guarantees. Cities may

intend to use the in-lieu fee

revenue to finance public

parking, but they do not

guarantee when or where the

parking spaces will be provided.

To address this concern, some

cities build public parking

structures before receiving the

in-lieu fees. The in-lieu fees are

then used to retire the debt

incurred to finance the

structures. Other cities return the

in-lieu fees if they do not

provide the parking within a

certain time. A city can also
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 delay collecting the in-lieu fees until the revenue is needed to

construct the public parking.

4. Fewer parking spaces.  In-lieu fees will reduce the parking

supply if cities provide fewer than one public parking space

for each in-lieu fee paid. A smaller parking supply can put an

area at a competitive disadvantage. Cities may not provide

one public parking space for each in-lieu fee paid, but if a

city uses in-lieu fees to build public parking spaces rather

than grant variances to reduce parking requirements, the

in-lieu policy will increase rather than decrease the parking

supply. Even if an in-lieu policy does reduce the parking

supply, shared public parking reduces the parking supply

needed to meet the sum of all individual peak parking

demands.

While the developers' concerns cannot be ignored, officials in

most of the surveyed cities said that the fees had become a form

of administrative relief for developers who do not want to

provide the required parking spaces.  In practice, the in-lieu fees

have benefitted developers by offering them an alternative to

building expensive parking spaces.

How Cities Set the Fees

Cities use two basic approaches to set their in-lieu fees. The

first is to calculate the appropriate fee per space on a case-by-

case basis for each project. The second is to have a uniform fee

per space for all projects.

One city has employed both methods. Until 1994, Beverly

Hills used the first approach – a specific fee for each project.

The in-lieu fee for a project was the estimated land-and-con-

struction cost per space to build a nearby public parking struc-

ture. Between 1978 and 1992, developers paid in-lieu fees for 52

parking spaces. The per-space fee set for each project was the

sum of (1) the value of 60 square feet of land within a 300foot

radius of the site, and (2) the average construction cost per space

in municipal parking structures. The average fee was $37,000

per space, and the highest was $53,000 per space. Therefore, in

the extreme case, a developer was willing to pay the city $53,000

for the right not to provide a parking space (Beverly Hills 1992).

This case-by-case procedure required a land-value appraisal to

estimate the cost of public parking near each project that applied

to pay the fee. After waiting four to six months to be notified of

the fee, applicants usually appealed to the City Council to reduce

it. Developers complained that not knowing the fee until after the

appraisal created uncertainty in project planning. The case-by-

case approach was complicated, time-consuming, and expensive.

To address these problems, Beverly Hills adopted the second

approach in 1994 –  it set uniform fees for all projects. These

new fees are easier for the city to administer and for developers

to use. Developers can easily incorporate the fee in a financial

analysis and decide whether to provide the required parking or

pay the fee. Thirty-seven of the 46 surveyed cities set uniform

fees, probably because of their certainty, simplicity, and equity.4

Most cities' in-lieu fees do not cover the full cost of providing

a public parking space.5 Cities aim to set their fees high enough

to pay for public parking, yet low enough to attract

development. Most cities have no explicit policy, regarding

how often to revise their fees, and some cities' fees have not

changed for many years. A few cities automatically link their

fees to an index of construction costs. For example, Beverly

Hills and Palo Alto adjust their fees annually by the ENR

Construction Cost Index, a measure of cost inflation in the

construction industry.

Kirkland has two unusual in-lieu options. Developers can

pay $6,000 per parking space not provided, and the subse-

quent owners must purchase one parking permit in a public

lot for every three spaces not provided (because the city esti-

mates that employees use one-third of the required parking

spaces). Alternatively, developers pay no initial in-lieu fee

but subsequent owners must purchase a parking permit in a

public lot for each space not provided. This annual option

reduces the capital cost of development and encourages the

use of public parking. A property owner may cancel the

annual agreement at any time by providing the required

on-site parking.

German cities often have a graduated schedule of in-lieu

fees (Ablösebeträge). The fees are highest in the city center

and decline with distance from the center. For example, Ham-

burg's fee is $20,705 per parking space in the city center, and

$11,300 in the area surrounding the center.

Vancouver has the most sophisticated method for calculat-

ing its in-lieu fee ($9,708 per space). This fee is the parking

subsidy implicit in constructing a new public parking space,

as measured by: (1) the land-and-construction cost per space

in a public parking structure, minus (2) the present

discounted value of the net operating income per space during

the expected 30-year life of the structure, minus (3) the

present discounted value of the residual property value of the

structure, per space, after 30 years. The in-lieu fee is thus the

expected net present cost per space – all parking costs minus

all parking revenues – over the structure's life. Developers

who pay the fees do not subsidize the city, and the city does

not subsidize developers. Instead, developers subsidize

parking.

To summarize, some cities set the fees on a case-by-case

basis, but most set uniform fees for all development. Cities

use a wide variety of methods to set their in-lieu fees, which

range from $2,000 to $27,520 per parking space not

provided.

Who Decides Whether to Provide Parking or Pay Fee?

Most cities allow developers to choose whether to pay the fee

or provide the parking, but a few cities require developers to

pay the fee rather than provide the parking. Officials in these

latter cities cited several reasons for requiring developers to

pay the fees: to centralize parking facilities, put more of the

parking supply under public management, encourage shared

parking, discourage the proliferation of surface parking lots,

emphasize continuous shopfronts, improve pedestrian
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circulation, reduce traffic congestion, and improve urban design.6

Some cities allow property owners to remove existing re-

quired spaces by paying in-lieu fees. This option consolidates

scattered parking spaces, facilitates reinvestment in older

buildings, and encourages more efficient use of scarce land

previously committed to surface parking.

Most American cities reduce their parking requirements in

the central business district (CBD). In contrast, German cities

often have uniform parking requirements throughout the city, but

allow developers in the CBD to provide only part of the required

parking, and require them to pay fees for the rest. For example,

developers may provide at most 25 percent of the parking

required for land uses in the center of Hamburg, and must pay

fees in lieu of providing the rest of the parking.

In-lieu fees in the United States are legally justified by the

nexus between the fees and the cost of providing public parking

spaces. American cities therefore offer the in-lieu option only

where they are prepared to spend the fee revenue to provide new

public parking facilities. The nexus argument does not

necessarily imply that the in-lieu revenue must be used to

provide public parking, however, because a variety of

transportation improvements can substitute for more parking.

For example, British and German cities often use the in-lieu

revenue to improve public transportation.

# THE IMPACT FEES IMPLICIT IN M INIMUM PARKING

REQUIREMENTS

Parking requirements resemble impact fees. Many cities

require developers to pay impact fees to finance public infra-

structure – such as roads and schools – that development makes

necessary. In Regulation for Revenue, Alan Altshuler and José

Gómez-Ibáñez (1993) define these impact fees as "mandated

expenditures by private land developers, required as a price for

their obtaining regulatory permits, in support of infrastructure

and other public services" (vii).

Parking requirements resemble impact fees because devel-

opers provide the required infrastructure – parking spaces – to

obtain building permits. In-lieu parking fees also resemble

impact fees because developers pay the fees to obtain building

permits, and cities then use the revenue to pay for public

infrastructure – parking spaces– that the development makes

necessary. When cities require developers to pay the fees rather

than provide the parking, the in-lieu fees are impact fees.

We can use the in-lieu fees to estimate the impact fees

implicit in parking requirements. Impact fees are usually levied

per square foot of building area, while in-lieu fees are levied per

required parking space not provided. To compare in-lieu fees

with impact fees, we must first convert the in-lieu fees into a cost

per square foot of building area. We can do this because cities

usually require parking spaces in proportion to building area (on

the assumption that building area determines parking demand).

The in-lieu parking fees per square foot of building area reveal

the impact fees implicit in the parking requirements themselves.

Impact Fees for Office Buildings

The parking impact fee for a land use depends on (1) the

parking requirement and (2) the in-lieu fee. Table 2 presents

the in-lieu fees and parking requirements for one land use –

office buildings in the CBD – for 29 cities in the United

States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, South Africa,

and Iceland.7 The last column shows the parking impact fees

implicit in the parking requirements for office buildings in

these cities.8

The first row shows that Palo Alto's in-lieu fee is $17,848

per required parking space not provided. Palo Alto requires

four parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area

for office buildings, so the in-lieu fee is equivalent to an im-

pact fee of $71 per square foot of office space (4x $17,848

÷1,000).  A developer who does not provide any parking

must pay the city a parking impact fee of $71 per square foot

of office space.

The parking impact fees range from $71 per square foot in

Palo Alto to $2 per square foot in Waltham Forest. The

median parking impact fee is $25 per square foot of office

space in the U.S. cities and $10 per square foot in the Cana-

dian cities. U.S. cities have higher parking impact fees be-

cause they require more parking, not because they have

higher in-lieu fees. The median parking requirement is 2.9

spaces per 1,000 square feet in the U.S. cities but only one

space per 1,000 square feet in the Canadian cities. The me-

dian in-lieu fee is $9,125 per space in the U.S. cities and

$9,781 per space in the Canadian cities.

The parking impact fees outside North America range

widely. Three British cities have high impact fees ($33 to

$48 per square foot) because their in-lieu fees are high. An-

other British city has the lowest impact fee in the table ($2

per square foot) because both its in-lieu fee and its parking

requirement are low.9 The impact fees in Germany ($32 per

square foot) and Iceland ($28 per square foot) are high be-

cause their in-lieu fees are high. The parking impact fee in

South Africa ($4 per square foot) is low because its in-lieu

fee is low.

Do planners consider the cost of a parking space when they

decide how many spaces to require? If they do, cities with

higher in-lieu fees should require fewer parking spaces. But

the coefficient of correlation between in-lieu fees and parking

requirements in Table 2 is only 0.06, which suggests a

random relationship between the cost of a parking space and

the number of spaces required. Cost is no concern, it seems,

when planners set parking requirements.

The average parking impact fee for the U.S. cities in Table

2 is $31 per square foot, which dwarfs the impact fees levied

for all other public purposes. A 1991 survey of 100 U.S.

cities found that the impact fees for all purposes (roads,

schools, parks, water, sewers, flood control, and the like)

averaged $6.97 per square foot of office buildings (see

Altshuler and José Gómez-Ibáñez 1993, 40).10  The average
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IN-LIEU PARKING PARKING 
CITY PARKING FEE LAND USE REQUIREMENT IMPACT FEE

($/space) (spaces per ($/square foot)

1,000 square feet)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)=(2)X(4)/1,000

Palo Alto, Calif. $17,848 Offices 4.0 $71
Beverly Hills, Calif. $20,180 Offices 2.9 $59
Walnut Creek, Calif. $16,373 Offices 3.3 $55
Kingston upon Thames, U.K. $20,800 Offices 2.3 $48
Carmel, Calif. $27,520 Offices 1.7 $46
Mountain View, Calif. $13,000 Offices 3.0 $39
Sutton, UK $13,360 Offices 2.7 $36
Harrow, UK $14,352 Offices 2.3 $33
Hamburg, Germany $20,705 Offices 1.5 $32
Lake Forest, III. $ 9,000 Offices 3.5 $32
Mill Valley, Calif. $ 6,751 Offices 4.4 $30
Palm Springs, Calif. $ 9,250 Offices 3.1 $28
Reykjavik, Iceland $13,000 Offices 2.2 $28
Claremont,Calif. $ 9,000 Offices 2.9 $26
Concord, Calif. $ 8,500 Offices 2.9 $24
Davis, Calif. $ 8,000 Offices 2.5 $20
Orlando, Fla. $ 9,883 Offices 2.0 $20
Kitchener, Ontario $14,599 Offices 1.3 $19
Chapel Hill, N.C. $ 7,200 Offices 2.5 $18
Kirkland, Wash. $ 6,000 Offices 2.9 $17
Hermosa Beach, Calif. $ 6,000 Offices 2.6 $16
Berkeley, Calif. $10,000 Offices 1.5 $15
Burnaby, British Columbia $ 7,299 Offices 2.0 $15
Vancouver, British Columbia $ 9,708 Offices 1.0 $10
State College, Penn. $ 5,850 Offices 1.3 $ 8
Ottawa, Ontario $10,043 Offices 0.7 $ 7
Calgary, Alberta $ 9,781 Offices 0.7 $ 7
Port Elizabeth, South Africa $ 1,846 Offices 2.3 $ 4
Waltham Forest, U.K. $ 2,000 Offices 0.9 $ 2
MEAN $11,305 2.3 $26
MEDIAN $ 9,781 2.3 $24

In-l ieu fees and parking requirements are for the city center in 1996. In-l ieu fees and impact fees are expressed in US$.

To ob tain the parking requ irement in spaces per 100 square meters , multiply the required spaces in  Column 4 by 1 .076 . 

To obtain the parking impact fee in dollars per square meter, multiply the impact fee in Column 5 by 10.76.

Table 2. Minimum parking requirements considered as impact fees (for office buildings).
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IN-LIEU PARKING PARKING
CITY PARKING FEE LAND USE REQUIREMENT IMPACT FEE

( spaces per ( $/square foot)
 ($/space) 1,000 square feet)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)=(2)x(4)/1,000

Beverly Hills, Calif. $20,180 Restaurant 22.2 $448
Palm Springs, Calif. $ 9,250 Cabaret 28.6 $264
Mountain View, Calif. $13,000 Assembly Hall 18.0 $234
Kingston upon Thames, U.K. $20,800 Food Superstore 7.7 $160
Davis, Calif. $ 8,000 Funeral Home 20.0 $160
Sutton, U.K. $13,360 Food Superstore 8.5 $114
Kitchener, Ontario  $14,599 Manufacturing 7.7 $112
Calgary, Alberta $ 9,781 Billiard Parlor 10.3 $101
Ottawa, Ontario $10,043 Church 9.8 $ 98
Claremont, Calif. $ 9,000 Theater 10.0 $ 90
Hermosa Beach, Calif. $ 6,000 Theater 13.0 $ 78
Burnaby, British Columbia $ 7,299 ArtGallery 10.3 $ 75
Palo Alto, Calif. $17,848 All Uses 4.0 $ 71
Mill Valley, Calif. $ 6,751 Assembly Hall 10.0 $ 68
Harrow, U.K. $14,352 Garden Center 4.6 $ 67
Hamburg, Germany $20,705 Garden Center 3.1 $ 64
Walnut Creek, Calif. $16,373 Nonresidential 3.3 $ 55
Kirkland, Wash. $ 6,000 Restaurant 8.0 $ 48
Carmel, Calif. $27,520 Commercial 1.7 $ 47
Concord, Calif. $ 8,500 Restaurant 4.0 $ 34
Port Elizabeth, South Africa $ 1,846 Recreation Hall 18.6 $ 34
Reykjavik, Iceland $13,000 Nonresidential 2.2 $ 28
Lake Forest, Ill. $ 9,000 Restaurant 2.5 $ 23
Orlando, Fla. $ 9,883 Nonresidential 2.0 $ 20
Chapel Hill, N.C. $ 7,200 Offices 2.5 $ 18
Berkeley, Calif. $10,000 Nonresidential 1.5 $ 15
Vancouver, British Columbia $ 9,708 Nonresidential 1.0 $ 10
Waltham Forest, U.K. $ 2,000 Shops 4.5 $9
State College, Penn. $ 5,850 All Uses 1.3 $8
MEAN $11,305 8.3 $ 88
MEDIAN $ 9,781 7.7 $ 67

 In-l ieu fees and parking requirements are forthe city center in 1996. In-l ieu fees and impact fees are expressed in US$.

To obtain the parking requirement in spaces per 100 square meters, multiplythe required spaces in Column 4 by 1.076.

 To obtain the parking impact fee in dollars per square meter, multiply the numbers in Column 5 by 10.76.

The land uses are those with the highest minimum parking requirements in each city.

Table 3 Minimum parking requirements considered as impact fees (for land uses with the highest parking
requirements).

parking impact fee for office buildings is thus 4.4 times the

average impact fee for all other public purposes combined. If

impact fees reveal a city's priorities for public services, many

cities' highest priority is free parking. 11

The 1995 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey

found that the average round-trip distance traveled to work in

the United States was 23.2 miles.12  Because new cars averaged

28.6 miles per gallon of gasoline in 1995, the average commute

in the average new car consumed 0.81 gallons of gasoline a

day, or 17.8 gallons a month for commuting 22 days a month.

The average price of gasoline in the United States was $1.21 a

gallon in 1995.13 At this combination of commute distance,

fuel efficiency, and fuel price, the fuel cost of commuting by

car is $22 a month. In this case, a parking subsidy of more

than $22 a month is worth more than free gasoline for

commuting.

The average in-lieu parking fee in the United States in

Table 2 is $11,305 per space. At an interest rate of 4 percent
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amortized over 30 years, this in-lieu fee is equivalent to a

capital cost of $54 per parking space per month. This cost

estimate is conservative because the interest rate is low and

operating expenses are ignored. Nevertheless, it shows that

parking requirements based on the demand for free parking

double the cost of the gasoline used for driving to and from the

required parking.

Impact Fees for Land Uses with the Highest Minimum

Parking Requirements

Table 3 shows each city's parking impact fee for the land

use with the highest parking requirement. The in-lieu fees in

Table 3 are the same as those in Table 2 for office buildings

because each city uses the same in-lieu fee for all land uses. The

first row shows that Beverly Hills' in-lieu fee is $20,180 per

required parking space not provided, and that Beverly Hills

requires 22.2 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of restaurant

space (one space per 45 square feet). Therefore, the parking

requirement and the in-lieu fee together impose a parking

impact fee of $448 per square foot of restaurant space (22.2 x

$20,180÷1,000). A developer who does not provide any

parking must pay the city an impact fee of $448 per square foot

of restaurant space.

The impact fees in Table 3 are higher than in Table 2 because

the parking requirements for the land uses in Table 3 are higher.

For example, Mountain View's highest parking requirement (for

assembly halls) is six times its parking requirement for office

buildings, so its parking impact fee increases from $39 per

square foot in Table 2 to $234 per square foot in Table 3.

The parking impact fees range from $448 per square foot of

restaurant space in Beverly Hills to $8 per square foot for any

land use in State College, Pennsylvania. The great variation in

the cities' minimum parking requirements explains most of this

variation in the parking impact fees.14  For example, Palm

Springs and Vancouver have similar in-lieu fees, but Palm

Springs' parking impact fee is 27.1 times Vancouver's because

Palm Springs' highest parking requirement is 28.6 times

Vancouver's highest parking requirement.

If a parking requirement is high, reducing the in-lieu fee

does not make the parking impact fee low. For example, to

encourage the expansion of restaurants that have been in busi-

ness for at least two years, Beverly Hills offers a reduced in-lieu

fee of $6,265 per space, which is 35 percent of the construction

cost per space for municipal parking structures, excluding land

cost. Beverly Hills requires one parking space per 45 square

feet of restaurant area, so this reduced in-lieu fee is equivalent

to an impact fee of $139 per square foot of restaurant area

($6,265÷45). The in-lieu fee is far below the cost of providing a

public parking space; but the parking impact fee is still high.15

Do In-Lieu Fees Impose a Cost on Developers? 

In-lieu fees do not impose a cost on developers. Minimum

parking requirements impose the cost, and in-lieu fees merely

give developers an alternative to providing the required

parking. If the in-lieu fee equals the cost of providing a

parking space, the parking impact fee shows the cost of

complying with the parking requirement.

Parking requirements would not impose a cost if developers

voluntarily provided all the parking that zoning requires. But

if developers voluntarily provided all the parking that zoning

requires, parking requirements would be pointless. Some

developers may provide more parking than required, but

studies in the Los Angeles and Chicago regions have found

that developers generally provide only enough parking to

satisfy the zoning requirements. City officials, developers,

lenders, leasing agents, and tenants all assume that planners

know how much parking each land use needs (see Willson

1995; Chicago Regional Transportation Authority 1998).

In my own experience as a member of a Design Review

Board in Los Angeles, I have reviewed the plans for all

development projects in one part of the city, Westwood, for

the past six years. I have seen many cases where the required

parking limited a project's density or disfigured its design, but

I have never seen a project that provided more parking than

required.16

The impact fees in Tables 2 and 3 underestimate the cost of

complying with parking requirements because developers who

provide the required parking must also pay property taxes and

operating costs for the privately owned spaces.   The impact

fees also understate the cost of complying with parking

requirements if cities set their in-lieu fees below the cost of

providing a parking space. Hamilton, Lake Forest, and

Toronto set their fees at half the estimated land-and-

construction cost of providing parking spaces.17  Mountain

View, Orlando, and Walnut Creek set their fees at the con-

struction cost per space in parking structures, excluding land

cost.18

When asked why they set the in-lieu fee below the cost of

providing a parking space, city officials typically answered

that the fee would be "too high" if the city charged the

full cost. When the cost of required parking is hidden in the

cost of development, cost does not seem to matter, But when

the cost of required parking is made explicit in cash, everyone

can see that it is "too high."

Parking Requirements, In-Lieu Fees, and Impact Fees 

We can use the data in Tables 2 and 3 to show the

relationships among parking requirements, the cost of parking

spaces, and impact fees, as seen in Figure 1, which uses the

data for office buildings. The horizontal axis shows the

parking requirement in spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross

floor area, and the vertical axis shows the fee per parking

space not provided. Each equal-impact-fee (isocost) curve
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Figure 1.  Parking impact fees as a function of parking requirements and in-lieu fees (for office buildings).

shows combinations of parking requirements and in-lieu fees

that produce the same impact fee. For example, the lowest

curve shows that a requirement of one space per 1,000 square

feet and an in-lieu fee of $10,000 per space together create an

impact fee of $10 per square foot of floor area, as do all other

combinations of parking requirements and in-lieu fees along the

same curve.19

A horizontal band of cities have similar in-lieu fees ranging

from $6,000 to $10,000 per parking space, but their   parking

impact fees differ greatly because their parking requirements

differ greatly. For example, Lake Forest and Calgary have

similar in-lieu fees, but Lake Forest's parking impact fee is

more than four times Calgary's because Lake Forest

requires 3.5 spaces per 1,000 square feet while Calgary re-

quires only 0.7 spaces per 1,000 square feet. 

Cities with dissimilar in-lieu fees can have similar parking

impact fees. For example, Mill Valley's in-lieu fee is less than a

third of Hamburg's; but its parking impact fee is similar to

Hamburg's because Mill Valley requires 4.4 spaces per 1,000

square feet while Hamburg requires only 1.5 spaces per 1,000

square feet.

 Figure 2 arrays cities according to their in-lieu fees and

parking requirements in Table 3 (i.e., for land uses with the

highest parking requirements). Because the coefficient of

correlation between the cities' impact fees in Tables 2 and 3 is

only 0.43, the cities' relative positions shift substantially from

Figure 1 to Figure 2. In more ways than one, parking impact

fees are all over the map.

This all-over-the-map aspect of parking impact fees

should not surprise us, given the haphazard nature of parking

require-ments. Explaining how planners set parking

requirements, Robert Weant and Herbert Levinson (1990) say:

Most local governments, through their zoning or-

dinances, have a parking supply policy that requires

land uses to provide sufficient off-street parking

space to allow easy, convenient access to activities

while maintaining free traffic flow. The objective is

to provide enough parking space to accommodate

recurrent peak-parking demands .... For the purpose

of zoning ordinance applications, parking demand

is defined as the accumulation of vehicles parked at

a given time as the result of activity at a given site

(35-37).

That is, planners count the cars parked at existing land

uses, define the maximum number of parked cars as parking
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Figure 2 Parking impact fees as a function of parking requirements and in-lieu fees (for land uses with the highest parking
requirements). 

demand, and then require new land uses to supply at least

enough parking spaces to satisfy, this demand. Without consid-

ering either the cost or the price of parking, urban planners set

minimum parking requirements to satisfy the peak parking

demand.

Because high parking requirements increase development

costs, they might be interpreted as a tacit way for cities to con-

trol growth. But if the goal is growth control, high parking

requirements have a serious unintended consequence. All new

development will have plenty of free parking, which will in-

crease trip generation and the associated traffic. If growth con-

trol is intended to limit traffic, high parking requirements are a

perverse way to control growth.

High parking requirements might also be explained as a

response to high parking demand. But demand depends on

price, and the high cost of providing parking should cause

planners to ask, "At what price is demand being estimated'"

Parking requirements based on the observed demand for park-

ing typically require enough parking spaces to satisfy the de-

mand for free parking.

# AN ANALOGY: PTOLEMAIC

ASTRONOMY

As experience has accumulated, planners have made

progress in predicting the peak demand for parking at different

land uses. This progress in planning resembles the progress

made in astronomy from the time of Ptolemy through the me-

dieval period. Astronomers gradually became more accurate in

predicting the motion of stars and planets, but they funda-

mentally misunderstood what they were trying to explain.

Thomas Kuhn (1957) says:

accuracy was invariably achieved at the price of

complexity ... and the increased complexity gave

only a better approximation to planetary motion,

not finality. No version of the system ever quite

with-stood the test of additional refined observa-

tions (74).

Ptolemaic astronomers believed that the earth was at the

center of the universe, and that everything else rotated about

the earth. This theory explained the motion of stars, but the

motion of planets was a puzzle. The word planet stems
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from the Greek word meaning wanderer, and astronomers

developed complex mathematical devices-such as epicycles-to

explain the planets' wandering behavior. But the fundamental

theory was faulty, and more accurate observations of planetary

motion always showed that the theory's predictions were wrong.

Similarly, many planners seem to believe that parking is at

the center of urban development. Planners have gradually be-

come more accurate in predicting parking demand as a function

of land use, but this greater accuracy has invariably been

achieved at the price of complexity. For example, the Planning

Advisory Service of the American Planning Association has

published three surveys of parking requirements in American

cities. The 1964 survey reported 368 different requirements for

30 different land uses. The 1971 survey reported 609 different

requirements for 83 different land uses. The 1991 survey

reported 648 different requirements for 179 different land

uses.20 Despite this growing complexity, no one can accurately

predict how many parking spaces any land use needs without

considering the price of parking. For the same land use, the

parking requirements in Table 3 vary between one and 28.6

parking spaces per 1,000 square feet.21

The growing complexity extends well beyond more require-

ments for more land uses. Some cities allow shared parking for

a combination of land uses when the peak parking demands

occur at different times. Some cities allow valet and tandem

parking to increase parking capacity. All cities grant variances

from parking requirements to accommodate special circum-

stances. Adding to the complexity, urban planners have in-

vented many pseudo-scientific terms to describe observed but

poorly understood phenomena: parking deficit, parking gen-

eration, parking need, parking overflow, parking ratio, parking

spillover, parking turnover, peak parking factor, shared park-

ing, and underparked.

Confusion reigns, and planners cannot even agree on

whether to require or restrict parking. Consider the diametri-

cally opposed approaches in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Los Angeles requires a minimum number of spaces, while San

Francisco restricts the maximum number of spaces. For an

auditorium in the CBD, Los Angeles requires as a minimum 50

times more parking spaces than Sara Francisco allows as the

rnaximum.22 These minimums and maximums exemplify the

Soviet planning slogan, "What is not made compulsory must be

prohibited."

Planners usually require a minimum number of parking

spaces, and they sometimes restrict the maximum number of

parking spaces, but they almost never take a hands-off ap-

proach to the number of parking spaces. Perhaps some planners

unconsciously fear that critics may ask, "If planners don't even

know how many parking spaces to require, what do they

know?" Or perhaps parking requirements are simply a profes-

sional confidence trick that planners have played not only on

others but also on themselves,

Parking requirements stem from a belief that urban

planners know how many parking spaces every land use

needs, Planners can rationally regulate many dimensions of

parking that affect the public, such as curb cuts, guidance,

handicapped access, landscaping, layout, location, pedestrian

amenity, setback, signage, stormwater runoff, and urban

design. Planners can and should regulate the quality of

parking.  But planners cannot rationally, regulate the number

of parking spaces without considering the price and cost of

parking and the wider consequences for transportation and

land use.

By comparing urban planners to Ptolemaic astronomers, 1

am not questioning planners' abilities. Ptolemaic astronomers

were diligent scientists, but in considering the earth to be the

center of the universe they were making a fundamental

mistake. Similarly, in requiring a minimum number of off-

street parking spaces for all land uses, urban planners are

making a fundamental mistake. The high impact fees implicit

in minimum parking requirements reveal the high cost of this

mistake.

# AN ALTERNATIVE: REDUCE DEMAND RATHER

THAN INCREASE SUPPLY

Minimum parking requirements lack a theoretical basis,

and even their empirical basis is weak, But reform will be

difficult because parking requirements are entrenched in

planning practice and legislated in zoning ordinances,

Nevertheless, the emergence of  in-lieu fees suggests that

change is possible. In-lieu fees also suggest another promising

option: allow developers to reduce parking demand rather

than increase the parking supply.

An Example: Transit Passes in Lieu of Parking Spaces

Offering free transit passes to commuters will reduce the

demand for parking at work. Therefore, a city could reduce the

parking requirements for developments where the developer

commits to provide transit passes far commuters who do not

drive to work.

Suppose that providing free transit passes to the

employees at a site would reduce parking demand at the site

by one parking space per 1,000 square feet, In this case, a

covenant to provide free transit passes to employees at the site

is an appropriate alternative to providing one required parking

space per 1,000 square feet.23

The in-lieu transit option would be simplest where firms

can buy a blanket transit pass for all employees, For example,

some transit agencies offer employers the option to buy "Eco

Passes" that allow all their employees to ride free on all local

transit lines, A city could therefore reduce the parking require-

ments for a building where all employees are offered Eco
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ANNUAL PRICE PER EMPLOYEE

 1-99 100-4,999 5,000+ 
LOCATION Employees Employees Employees

Dow ntow n San Jose $80 $60 $40

Areas with  bus &  light rail $60 $40 $20

Areas with  bus only $40 $20 $10

Table 4.  Eco Pass price schedule, Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority.

Passes. The Eco Pass is a tax-deductible expense for employers

and a tax-free benefit for employees.

Transit agencies price Eco Passes according to probability

of use. The price per employee is low because many employees

do not ride transit even when it is free. Employers can therefore

buy transit passes for all employees at a low cost. For example,

as shown in Table 4, the Santa Clara Valley Transportation

Authority (SCVTA) in California's Silicon Valley charges from

$10 to S80 per employee per year for the Eco Passes,

depending on an employer's location and number of

employees.24

An example can explain Eco Pass pricing. Suppose (1) the

price of a conventional transit pass is $400 a year, (2) employ-

ers offer free passes to commuters who ride transit, and (3) 20

percent of commuters ride transit.  Per 100 employees, em-

ployers would pay $8,000 a year for 20 conventional transit

passes (20 x $400), or $80 per employee per year ($8,000÷

100). The transit agency can therefore sell Eco Passes for 100

employees at a price of only $80 per employee per year, carry

the same number of riders, and receive the same $8,000 a year

in total revenue that it would receive from the sale of conven-

tional transit passes at $400 a year for 20 employees.

Because frequent riders often buy transit passes, transit

agencies must price these passes on the assumption of frequent

use. And because transit agencies price transit passes to cover

the cost imposed by frequent riders, infrequent riders will not

buy them. In contrast, Eco Passes are priced like employer paid

insurance that covers every member of a defined population.

Adverse selection does not occur when all employees receive

Eco Passes, and the price of an Eco Pass is therefore much

lower than the price of a conventional transit pass.25 For

example, the SCVTA's price for its Eco Pass ($10 to $80 per

employee per year) is only 2 percent to 19 percent of the price

for its conventional transit pass ($420 a year).

Providing Eco Passes for employees – a demand-side sub-

sidy – is different from subsidizing the transit system as a

whole – a supply-side subsidy.  Providing Eco Passes for all

employees at a site increases transit use to that site and reduces

parking demand at that specific site. This reduction in parking

demand justifies a smaller parking supply at the site that pro-

vides the Eco Passes. In contrast, subsidizing the system as a

whole would improve transit service but would not significantly

reduce parking demand at any specific site, Therefore,

subsidizing the system would not justify a smaller parking sup-

ply at the site that pays the subsidy.

Providing Eco Passes instead of required parking spaces

converts a supply-side subsidy for parking into a demand-side

subsidy for transit. The appropriate rate of substitution be-

tween Eco Passes and parking spaces depends on how shifting

subsidies from parking to transit will reduce parking demand.

Cities can offer a greater reduction in parking requirements in

the CBD) and other transit-oriented districts because Eco

Passes will reduce parking demand more at sites that have

better transit service. Providing Eco Passes instead of parking

spaces will benefit these transit-oriented districts by allowing

higher density without more vehicle traffic.

The Cost of Reducing Parking Demand

Reducing parking demand can cost much less than

increasing the parking supply. Employers in Silicon Valley

pay $10 to $80 per employee per year for Eco Passes. If there

are four employees per 1,000 square feet of office space, Eco

Passes would cost from 4 cents to 32 cents per square foot of

office space per year.26 How does this cost of offering Eco

Passes to all employees compare with the resulting reduction

in the capital cost of providing the required parking spaces?

A survey of commuters whose employers offer Eco Passes

found that the solo-driver share fell from 76 percent before

the passes were offered to 60 percent afterward (Santa Clara

Valley Transportation Authority 1997). The transit mode

share for commuting increased from 11 percent to 27 percent.

These mode shifts reduced commuter parking demand by

approximately 19 percent.

The SCVTA serves two of the surveyed cities that have in-

lieu parking fees (Mountain View and Palo Alto).  As Table 2

shows, the parking impact fee for office buildings is $39 per

square foot of office space in Mountain View and $71 per

square foot of office space in Palo Alto. If the Eco Passes

reduce parking demand by 19 percent, they will reduce the

capital cost of providing the required parking spaces by $7.41

per square foot of office space in Mountain View and by

$13.49 per square foot of office space in Palo Alto.27

If spending between 4 cents and 32 cents a year to provide

Eco Passes will reduce the capital cost of required parking by

between $7.41 and $13.49, the annual cost of the Eco Passes

ranges from 0.3 percent to 4.3 percent of the reduction in the

capital cost of parking. That is, spending $1 every year for

transit will save between $23 and $337 for the initial capital

cost of parking. Eco Passes will also reduce the operating and

maintenance costs for parking because fewer spaces are

required. The low cost of reducing parking demand compared

with the high cost of increasing the parking supply shows that

Eco Passes are a cost-effective fringe benefit. Eco Passes can

greatly reduce the high cost of offering free parking.

Administering the Eco Pass option should be simpler than

administering conventional in-lieu fees because cities would

not need to construct, operate, and maintain parking

structures. A property's transit-pass obligation could be
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enforced by a covenant or conditional use permit for as long as

the required parking is not provided. Monitoring compliance

should be simple because public transit operators would have a

strong financial incentive to ensure that property owners pay

for the required transit passes.

The Benefits of Reducing Parking Demand

Providing Eco Passes instead of parking spaces can yield

benefits for developers, property owners, employers,

commuters, and cities.

Benefits to Developers and Property Owners

Developers who pay conventional in-lieu parking fees

receive no individual benefit beyond permission to build

without providing the required parking. But developers who

provide in-lieu Eco Passes also receive the individual benefit of

free public transit for all tenants. If a developer provides fewer

than the required number of parking spaces, the compensating

amenity of free transit should increase a project's marketability.

Providing Eco Passes in lieu of parking spaces can also

reduce the risk and improve the feasibility of project finance.

The capital cost of parking is fixed regardless of building

occupancy, and it is a heavy burden for a new building that is

not fully leased. In contrast, the cost of Eco Passes varies

according to the number of employees in the building, and the

cost will be low if the building is not fully leased. Providing

Eco Passes instead of parking spaces converts an up-front

capital cost for parking into an annual cost for transit, and

many developers may want to make this trade if offered the

option.

Benefits to Employers

Eco Passes will save employers some of the money they

now spend to subsidize parking. Suppose that Eco Passes cost

$40 per employee per year and that they reduce the demand for

commuter parking by 19 percent (as found in the Silicon Val-

ley). The Eco Passes will save more than $40 per employee per

year on parking subsidies if the employer had been spending

more than $211 per employee per year to subsidize parking,

because reducing a parking subsidy of $211 a year by 19 per-

cent saves $40 a year. Many employers spend far more than

$211 per year ($17.60 per month) per employee to subsidize

parking.28 These employers can therefore offer free transit

passes, continue to offer free parking, and save money.

 Benefits to Commuters

Eco Passes clearly benefit commuters who ride transit to

work, and they can also benefit commuters who usually drive to

work. Drivers can consider the Eco Passes a form of insurance

for days when their cars are not available. Eco passes offer

commuters day-to-day flexibility in commuting and the choice

between riding transit or driving to work is not a  long-term 

either-or commitment.

Employees can also use their Eco Passes for non-work

trips. In the Silicon Valley survey, 60 percent of employees

reported using their Eco Passes for trips other than commut-

ing, with an average of four non-work trips a month.

Benefits to Transit Operators

Using unbuilt parking spaces to finance Eco Passes would

increase transit ridership and transit revenue. Although Eco

Pass programs are new, in 1997 employers purchased Eco

Passes for 38,000 employees in Denver and 40,000

employees in Silicon Valley. If developers could provide Eco

Passes instead of parking spaces, Eco Pass sales would

undoubtedly increase. Permanent demand-side subsidies for

transit financed by a reduction in the capital cost of

supply-side subsidies for parking would provide a reliable

revenue source for transit agencies.

If developers make long-term commitments to purchase

Eco Passes, transit planners can improve service to the sites

where they know transit demand will be strong. This service

improvement will benefit all riders, not just Eco Pass holders,

and it can attract additional riders who pay a full fare. 

Benefits to Cities

As with conventional in-lieu fees, providing Eco Passes in

lieu of parking spaces will improve urban design, reduce the

need for variances, and help to preserve historic buildings and

rehabilitate historic areas. Beyond these advantages, reducing

the demand for parking rather than increasing the supply of

parking will reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and en-

ergy consumption – all at no cost if the existing transit has

excess capacity.

Other In-Lieu Options to Reduce Parking Demand

Cities could also allow in-lieu options for land uses other

than employment sites. For example, some universities con-

tract with their local transit agencies so their student identi-

fication cards serve as public transit passes, and these transit

pass programs reduce the demand for parking on campus

(Brown, Hess, and Shoup 1998). Cities could therefore allow

a university to offer a transit pass program instead of required

parking spaces.

A city could allow theaters and stadiums to offer free

transit to all ticket holders instead of providing required

parking spaces. For example, the University of Washington

contracts with Seattle Metro so that ticket holders can show

their game tickets to ride on any Metro transit service on the

day of a game The share of ticket holders arriving at Husky

Stadium by transit increased from 4.2 percent in 1984 (the

year before the transit agreement) to 20.6 percent in 1997

(University of Washington Transportation Office 1997).

A city could allow apartment developers to offer free

transit passes for residents instead of providing some required

parking spaces. In State College, Pennsylvania, one of the
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cities with in-lieu fees, the Centre Area Transportation

Authority contracts with apartment developers and owners to

give all residents passes for the transit lines that serve the

apartments. The passes are priced at approximately $100 per

apartment per year. Participating developers are encouraged to

build transit amenities into their site designs (bus shelters and

bus pull-off lanes). Apartment owners advertise these transit

passes as a benefit they offer to tenants. The apartment transit

passes should attract a niche market of those who are less likely

to own cars, and should be especially appropriate for

transit-oriented districts with good transit service and a reduced

parking supply.

A city could allow hotels to offer free transit for guests in-

stead of providing some required parking spaces. Beyond sav-

ing money on constructing parking spaces, offering free transit

could help a hotel to attract a niche market of guests without

cars. If hotels that offer free transit attract guests without cars,

this would justify the smaller parking supply. Some hotels al-

ready offer free shuttles to popular destinations, or offer guests

free tokens on public transit, and cities could reduce parking

requirements in exchange for these policies.

Beyond offering transit passes, a city could allow develop-

ers and employers to take other measures to reduce parking de-

mand. For example, offering employees the option to cash out

employer-paid parking has been found to reduce parking de-

mand by an average of 11 percent, at almost no added cost to

employers.29 Therefore, a city could reduce the parking re-

quirement for sites where developers commit to a parking

cash-out program.

Some cities allow property owners to remove existing park-

ing spaces if they pay an in-lieu fee per required space re-

moved. Cities could also allow owners to remove existing

parking spaces if they offer transit passes and/or a parking

cashout program. This in-lieu option would assist infill devel-

opment, improve urban design, and increase urban density

without increasing traffic.

Finally, a city could require the provision of transit passes

and/or parking cash out at a site if the developer wished to

provide more than the required number of parking spaces. That

is, a developer would have to take steps to reduce parking

demand in order to receive permission to increase the parking

supply above what the zoning requires.

Allowing developers to reduce parking demand instead of

increasing the parking supply is a logical extension of in-lieu

fee programs. Nevertheless, none of the surveyed cities allows

parking demand management as an alternative to providing

parking spaces.

# CONCLUSION: THE HIGH COST OF M INIMUM        

PARKING REQUIREMENTS

In-lieu fees unveil the high cost of parking requirements. The

impact fees implicit in parking requirements dwarf the impact

fees for all other public purposes combined. These high parking

impact fees should make it hard for planners to ignore the cost

of parking requirements. Given the high cost of providing the

required parking, planners should not uncritically assume that

the demand for parking automatically justifies parking

requirements. Viewed skeptically, minimum parking

requirements subsidize cars and distort urban form.

In-lieu fees mitigate the damage caused by parking

requirements. The in-lieu fees assist development on difficult

sites, encourage shared parking, reduce the demand for

variances, improve urban design, and support historic

preservation. Beyond allowing developers to finance public

parking spaces in lieu of private parking spaces, cities can

allow developers to reduce parking demand rather than

increase the parking supply. This further development of

in-lieu fees will reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and

energy consumption. The option to reduce parking demand

rather than increase the parking supply will benefit

developers, property owners, employers, commuters, transit

agencies, cities, and the environment.
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# NOTES

1.  Mon opo ly®   is the trademark of Hasbro , Inc. for its real estate

trading game. "Free Parking" is one of 40 spaces on the game

board.

2. In 1990, the U.S. Department of Transportation conducted the

Nationwide Person al Transportation Survey. For all au tomobile

trips made on the previous day, the survey asked 48,000

respondents, "Did you pay  for parking du ring  any  par t of this

trip?" Ninety-nine percen t of the 56 ,733  responses to this

question w ere "no." The responses outnumbered the

respondents because some respondents made more than one

automobile trip per day (Shoup 1995, 15 ).

3. The survey includes every in-lieu parking fee program found

after searching the literature on parking requirements, sending

e-mail requests to parking listservers, and asking the

representatives of each city with in-lieu fees for additional leads

(a "snowball" sample).   Ad dit ional cities in Germany have

in-lieu fees  (Ab lösebeträge), but as explained later most of

these cities' fees are calculated on a case-by-case basis and

therefore could not be used to calculate the parking impact fees

shown  in Tables 1 and 2 . Planners in several of the surveyed

cities were unaware that any other cities had in-lieu fees, and

only four brief published references to in-lieu fees were found:
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Public Technology (1982), Higgins (1985), Wean t and Levinson

(1990), and Topp (1993).

4. Among th e nine cities that set fees on a case-by-case basis,

Culver City's fee is the assessed value of 300 square feet of land

under the development. Hamilton's and Toronto's fees are halfthe

land-and-construction cost of providing a new ,parking space near

the  developmen t site . Joh annesburg's fee is  the  land value  of a

surface parking space at the development site. Frankfurt's fee

depends on  the land-and-construction cost of a parking space,

with  a maximum fee of $16 ,025 .  San  Rafael's fee is the fair

market value of the land that would otherwise have been devoted

to the required off-street parking, plus the cost of paving and

other improvements. M ontgomery County allows  developers to

pay a property tax surcharge instead of providing the required

parking.

5. The method of setting the fees varies greatly among cities. Lake

Forest's  fee ($9,0 00 per space) is  half th e city's

land-and-constru ction cost per space in surface lots. The fees in

Mou ntain View ($13 ,000 per space) and  Orlando ($ 9,883  per

space) are the cities' construction cost per space in parking

structures, excluding land  cost.  Palo Alto's fee ($17,848 per

space) is the construction cost per space added by a parking

structure, after deducting the number of surface spaces lost when

the structure is bu ilt. Walnut C reek's fee ($16,373 per space) is

75 percent of the construction cost per space in a public parking

structure, excluding land  cost. The fees in Kingston upon Th ames

($20 ,800) an d Su tton ($12 ,800) are the land  and construction

cost per space in parking structures on the fringe of the town

center. Port Elizabeth's fee ($1,846 per space) is the land and

construction cost per space in surface lots.

6. Berkeley requires developers of lots under 30,00 0 square feet to

pay fees instead of providing the parking. Calgary requires

developers to provide half the required parking and to pay fees

for the other half. Orlando requires developers to pay fees instead

of providing the first required parking space per 1,00 0 square

feet, and allows them to choose wh ether to provide parking or

pay fees for the rest. W altham F orest requ ires developers to

provide the first 0.2 required parking spaces per 1,000  square

feet and to pay fees for the rest. Carmel and Lake Forest require

developers to pay fees in lieu of all the required parking.

7. Office buildings were chosen for Table 2 because they are the

most un iformly defined land u se among cities. All of the cities in

Tables 2 and 3  require parking spaces in proportion to gross floor

area. Gross floor area is the building's total floor area, including

cellars, basements, corridors, lobbies, stairways, elevators, and

storage. Gross floor area is measured from the building's outside

wall faces. Seventeen of the 46  surveyed cities d o not appear in

Tables 2 and 3 because either their in-lieu fees or their minimum

parking requirements are n ot comparable w ith the o ther cities. 

Brent, Cu lver City, Dresden Frankfürt, Hamilton, Johann esburg,

Nuremberg, San  Rafael, and Toronto do not have fixed fees;

instead these cities establish the fee for each specific case,

usually taking into account the appraised land  value at the site.

Montgomery County's fee is based  on the property tax. 

Man hattan Beach ($ 25,16 9 per space) requires parking only for

the bu ilding area that exceeds a floor-area ratio of 1:l.   Lafayette

($8,50 0 per space), Munich ($1 6,025  per space), Redbridge

$8,62 4 per space), and W ürzburg ($1 2,820  per space) require

parking on the basis of net rather than gross floor area. San

Francisco ($1 7,13 5 per space) does n ot requ ire parking spaces in

the CBD.  Pasadena allows developers to pay an annual fee

($100 per parking  space per year in  199 2 and subsequently

indexed to the C onsumer P rice Index) per parking space not

provided.

8. The fees and parking requ irements for each city are their values

in 1996. Unless otherwise noted, the fees and parking

requirements apply only in the downtown area of each  city. 

Fees are converted into US$ at 1996 rates of exchange:   U.S.

$1 = 1.37 Canadian Dollars; 1.56 German Marks; 66.57

Icelandic Kronur; 3.84 S outh African Rands; and  0.60 B ritish

Poun ds.

9. The British term for an  in-lieu fee is "commu ted paymen t." All

the British cities in the survey are boroughs of outer London.

The inner Lon don boroughs no longer u se commuted paymen ts

because then have replaced their minimum parking

requirements with restrictions on the maximum nu mber of

parking spaces allowed.

10. The average impact fee has been converted to dollars of 1996

purchasing pow er, the year in which all the in-lieu fees were

measured.

11. The impact fees in Table 2 refer to one specific land use

(offices). Montgomery Cou nty, Maryland, has a u nique in -lieu

arrangement tha t is independent of land  use. In one community

(Bethesda), for example, developers can pay a property tax

surcharge of 0.7 percent of a property's assessed value instead

of providing th e requ ired parkin g; the revenue is used to

construct and main tain public parking facilities. Montgomery

County's general property tax rate to fund education, health,

libraries, police, social services, and transportation is 2 percent

of assessed property value. The special property tax rate for

parking is thus more than on e third of the general property tax

rate for education, health, libraries, police, social services, and

transportation.

12. See NP TS W eb site at http://www.cta.ornl.gov/npts/1995/D oc/

EarlyResults.shtml for the average distance to work in 1995.

13. See American Automobile Manufacturers Association (1998)

for the average fuel efficiency and the average price of gasoline

in 1995.

14. The r2 for the correlation between minimum Parking

requirements and  impact fees is 0.60, and the r2 for the

correlation between in-lieu fees and impact fees is 0.12.

15. New restauran ts in Beverly Hills are not eligible for the reduced

fee. They must pay the full fee, wh ich ranges from $1 5,13 5 to

$25,225 per space, depending on the restaurant's location. The

Parking requ irement of one space per 45 square feet of

restauran t area and  the in-lieu  fees are together eq uivalent to

impact fees ranging from $33 6 to $56 1 per square foot of

restaurant area.

16. As on e example of high parkin g requ irements, th e North

Westwood V illage Specific Plan requ ires 3.5 parking spaces

for each dw elling unit that contains  more than  four habitab le

rooms, and even kitchens count as habitable rooms (Los

Angeles Ordinance 163,20 2).

17. "Since th e payment of the  $9,0 00 per space ‘in  lieu of ’ fee only

allows for a property owner to establish a business, the fee has

never been intended to cover the full cost of providing a parking

space... Historically, the ‘in lieu  of’ fee has been placed at a

level that is roughly equivalent to fifty percent of the cost of

providing a parking space" (Memo to Lake Forest Plan

Commission, Febru ary 1, 1993 , page 2).

18. In-lieu fees may underestimate the  cost of complying w ith

minimum parking requ irements for another reason.  Developers

who pay fees merely receive permission to develop without

providing the required parking.  Developers who provide the
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required parking not only receive permission to develop, but they

also own the resulting parking spaces, a valuable asset. 

Developers who pay the fees instead of providing the required

parking would presumably have to pay even more to provide the

required parking itself. Suppose the in-lieu fee is $10,00 0  per

space, and that each on-site parking space adds $5 ,000 to a

development's value. In this case the developer will pay the fee

only if on-site parking costs more than $15 ,000 per space.

Therefore, payment of the fee suggests that (1) providing the

required parking w ould cost much  more, or (2) a parking space

does not add  much to the development's value.

19. Min imum parking requ irements impose no burden  if developers

wou ld volun tarily provide the req uired  number of parking spaces. 

Developers would therefore presumably prefer a low parking

requirement with a high in-lieu fee to a high parking requirement

with a low in-lieu fee, even if the parking impact fee is the same

in both cases.

20. See P lannin g Advisory Service (1964, 1 971 , 199 1). These data

greatly understate the growth in the number of different parking

requirements. While the 1964 survey reported every parking

requirement found  for each of 30 land uses, and  the 197 1 survey

reported every parking requirement found for each of 83 land

uses, the 1991 survey reported only a few of the many different

parking requirements found  for each of 179 land u ses.

21. Palm Springs requires 28.6  spaces per 1,000 sq uare feet for a

cabaret, while Vancouver requires one space per 1,000  square

feet for all nonresidential uses, includ ing cabarets.

22. For aud itoriums in the CB D, Los An geles requires a minimum of

ten parking spaces per 1,000  square feet, with no maximum. San

Francisco allows parkin g spaces  equal to a maximum of 7

percent of bu ilding  area  (0.2 spaces per 1,00 0 square feet if a

parking space occupies 350 square feet), with no minimum.

23. As an  admin istrative preceden t for purchasing tran sit passes in

lieu of providing the required  parking, some cities allow  property

owners to purch ase parking permits in public garages in lieu of

providing the required on-site parking. For example, Kirkland

allows a property owner to pay an annual in-lieu fee of $1,020

per required parking space not provided, and  the owner receives

a parking pass to a public garage for each  fee paid. This

obligation ru ns w ith the lan d, and commits future property

owners either to pay the annu al fee or to provide the required

parking.

24. This price includes a Guaranteed Ride Home Program.  On any

day they ride transit to work,  employees are entitled to a free taxi

ride home in the event of illness, emergency,  or unschedu led

overtime. The public transit systems in Boulder and Denver,

Colorado, and  Salt Lake City, Utah, offer similar Eco Pass

programs.

25. There can  still be adverse selection amon g employers. F irms with

many employees who ride transit will have an incentive to buy

the Eco Passes, and  this will tend to in crease the tran sit

operators' cost.

26. Suppose the E co Pass costs $80  per employee per year. If there

are four employees per 1,000  square feet of office space, the Eco

Passes wou ld cost $320 per year per 1,000 sq uare feet of office

space (4 x $80 ), or 32 cents per year per square foot of office

space ($320  ÷ 1,000).

27. If satisfying the parking requ irement costs $55 per square foot of

office space, and if Eco Passes reduce the parking requirement by

19 percent, the E co Passes wou ld reduce the capital cost of

required parking by $10.45 per square foot of office space ($55 x

0.19).

28. Shou p and Breinholt (1997) found that employers in the United

States provide 85 million free parking spaces for commuters.

29. Shoup (1997) presents eight case studies in which cashing out

employer paid parking red uced  parking d emand  by 11 percent.

Because cashin g out red uces park ing demand , logically it

should also redu ce parking requirements. California legislation

addresses this  issue in  the following way: "The city or coun ty in

which a commercial development will implement a parking

cash-out program ... shall grant to that development an

appropriate red uction  in the parking req uiremen ts otherw ise in

effect for new commercial development" (California Health and

Safety Code Section 65 089).
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